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Channeled Reflection with Teacher
on
What’s Love Really About??
“Oh my dears, this is so very simple, so very basic,
and so very huge.”

Greetings! I am Teacher and I come forth to speak with you during our monthly
chat on the topic of Love. Now you may think this is an “old hat” topic, but stay with me
because I have much more to reveal!
You see, there are many misconceptions about what is called love, an energy that
flows forth automatically always. The frequencies and energies of that called love are

really a necessary ingredient in creation itself. Now what does that mean to you,
personally?
Well, if you are in the process of participating with creation – and there are various
manners and methods for this, I realize, but I am speaking of the ingredients, my dears –
then it would perhaps behoove you to pay attention. Now don’t you just love that word
behoove? Ah! Then what is the frequency of love actually? Exactly. The answer is this.
Love is the flowing forth of a designated forming toward producing a manifestation
of wholeness of being. And wholeness of being is the manifesting of Truth. And Truth
resides as the celebration of One and the refusal of the illusion of separation from the
whole. What does all of that mean? This.
As the breath of creation flows forth to fulfill its purpose of creation itself, there is
then a calling forth within the All That Is for the forming according to the calling forth.
Now all that means is that you might be celebrating success within an endeavor that you

have been participating within. Perhaps you are beginning a new business perhaps you
are singing a brand new song in front of an audience, perhaps you are beginning a new
job, perhaps you have decided to have children, perhaps you are creating a new product
that will bring your heart-felt soul into physicality… yet within anything that you are
doing, you are calling forth that which might be called success.
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Now I am not necessarily talking about success with regard to
making a lot of money or becoming famous, although there is nothing
wrong with either of those. More so, however, I am speaking about success
as an expanding of your heart. You know, that expanding that occurs
when you are doing something that you love, something that is real and genuine to you,
something that has been generated from the soul of your being.
And it is within that participating, there is called forth from the core of creation,

that breath that flows forth and begins to form itself according to your joy in this
participation. Do you see? Now what does love have to do with it? Ah! Oh you are
going to “love” this.
The vibration of genuine participation in whatever you do – genuine meaning that
you are participating from the depths of your being, from your soul, and you know that
you are real and what you are doing is real, so very real – is called love. That is, the
vibrational frequencies that are naturally developed in such participation is what is called

love.
Now you may say that you feel love for another being. And though I am certainly
not denying that statement, the feeling of love is an interpretation of a mutual recognition
of wholeness of being, a mutual recognition of Truth. That is the feeling of love, a mutual
recognition of Truth.
Yet the ingredient of those frequencies within any creation delivers to you a
guarantee. The guarantee is actually an inner knowing made manifest. And the inner
knowing is that you are fulfilling your purpose right in the moment. Now the words right
in the moment are significant. And the reason that they are significant is that they
challenge a belief system and in the challenging you are invited to become more real than
you ever have before.
You see, there is a belief that says you have a purpose, a soul purpose. And I am
not here to debate that belief. I am here to tell you that each and every moment of your

journey within physicality leads you to a possibility, a great possibility. And that
possibility is that you will be very real, very real to your own self and then very real within
the action that you take in the moment.
Now what do I mean by become very real to your own self? Ah. We have spoken of
this many times before, but here is the statement again. You are divine essence flowing
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forth. And in order to be incarnate, you are residing within a human
nature, a beautiful but limited human nature, that requires your divine
consciousness in order to be.. what? In order for you to be fully
incarnate, you must remain awaken and reside within that human
nature, remembering that the persona that the human nature has
developed is simply a vehicle through which you can experience your own divinity
incarnate.

Now the next question might be, how can you remain awake and fully reside
within that persona, that human nature. What is the best way to do that? Yes, you
have guessed it. Love. Oh my dears, this is so very simple, so very basic, and so very
huge.
Those who have been preaching the necessity of loving yourself have a clue. Yet
there is more to it than liking who you are. The real journey of your divine essence
incarnate is the process of loving your human nature with all of its frailties, all of its
mistakes, all of its successes, all of its false beliefs, all of its awakenings. And the act of
loving your human nature is this.

Firstly, you begin by recognizing that you are divinity incarnate.

That is the real

you.

Secondly, you recognize that you are residing within a vessel in order to be within
physicality, and the vessel is human nature

Thirdly, you recognize that your human nature has developed a persona through
which you can experience your journey. Yet remember, this persona is not you and it is
also not your human nature. It is simply a gathering of patterns and beliefs that give
the avenue for expression and experience.

Fourth, you remember the truth that everything and all beings are comprised of
the same “stuff”. That is, there is no better than, no lesser than. All beings and all
manners of physicality are created from Divine Essence. That means that your human
nature is comprised of nothing greater than or lesser than any other human nature.

Fifth, you recognize that this truth, wholeness of being, is the primary ingredient
within your awakening while incarnate. And awakening while incarnate requires the
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ingredient of your human nature – otherwise, my dears, you would not be
incarnate.

Sixth, now here we go.

The final statement. When you embrace

your human nature and allow the totality of your divine self to reside fully
incarnate, you also require yourself to remember that you and your human nature are
One. That is, there really is no separation from the whole – remember that truth? Well,
my dears, that truth manifests itself everywhere and in every way. It is the huge
wonderful secret being revealed in every moment, in every breath.

Seventh, in the recognizing that there is no separation from the whole, then there is
also a recognizing that there are no lost souls, that you are not lost to your own self, that
you are not lost to your own success, and that you are truly the One Being expressing
and exploring that which you are… while incarnate.

Eighth, there is a certain lovely inner peace that occurs when you can accept that
human nature of yours with all its frailties, with all of its imperfections, with all of its
false beliefs and stumblings; there is a certain peace that fills your being when you can
merge with that human nature in physicality, knowing that it is the gift of your being able
to reside in physicality; and when you can breathe your divine breath AS the breath of the
human nature of yours, THEN, my dears, you are in love. Yes you are residing right in it.
And that! Is creation itself.

And then, my dears, right in the moment – remember those words? – right in the
moment you are residing in truth incarnate, right in the moment you are breathing a
breath of creation, and right in the moment you are the most real to your own self than
you have ever been before.
And if you continue to reside in this manner, then all kinds of joys, delights,
fulfillments large and small… much more than you could possible expect, come flowing
forth simply because creation itself loves itself.
That is, creation itself IS the whole and must celebrate the merging of that which it
is.
And such merging is the actual celebration or fulfillment of being.
That is you, you dancing in the fulfillment of truth… in every moment, in every
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Yes. That’s what love is all about, my dears.
It is always a pleasure to flow forth and have our little chat! I am

Teacher and I am most fond of you, amazing being that you are.
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